
Learn Four Factors to Choosing Eyeglass Frames

Description

You do not need to be a fashion expert to discover eyeglass frames that suit you.

Use the four tips below to locate the frames that are right for you.

Face Shape 

What shape is your face? Is it round, oval, square, diamond, or heart-shaped? The shape of your face
will help you decide which frames will complement your appearance.

Square or rectangular eyeglass frames are often wider than those worn by people with round
faces. This quality can make your face appear smaller and longer, bringing harmony to your
round features.
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Rimless frames, round frames, and thin frames will enhance the roundness of your face, making
it appear even rounder.
Oval Face: Oval face frames have a strong bridge, are broader than the widest region of the face,
and are geometric in shape.
Frames to Avoid: Oversized eyeglasses that cover more than half of your face can throw off the
oval face’s natural balance and symmetry.
Square Face: On square faces, eyeglasses that soften the angularity and sit high on the bridge of
the nose look best. Oval or round spectacles help balance and narrow out the angles of a square
face.
Diamond Face: Opt for eyeglass frames that sweep up or are wider than the cheekbones, such
as cat eye spectacles and oval frames, to emphasize a narrow forehead and chin. These glasses
will draw attention to your cheekbones and delicate features.
Frames that balance the width of the forehead with the narrowness of the chin are appropriate for
a heart-shaped face. Low-set temples and bottom heavy frame lines will add width to the
narrower region of your face. Round or square eyeglasses with curving sides will assist draw
attention away from a broad, high brow.
Frames to Avoid: Avoid any design or color of frames that bring emphasis to the brow. Frames
with ornamental temples or decorated tops fall into this category.

Remember that opposites attract when looking for the ideal frames. Choose glasses that contrast with
your facial outlines and add symmetry and proportion to your dominant features. At Eyeconic, you may
virtually try on hundreds of eyeglass frames to determine which styles look best on you.

You Should Consider the Colors That Closer Match The Tone of Your Skin

Your skin tone, like your face shape, influences which frames look best on you. Skin tone, more vital
than hair color and more influential than eye color, sets the tone for high fashion frames. Choose the
closest match to your skin tone:

If you have a Warm Skin Tone: You have a warm complexion if your skin has a yellow, bronze,
or golden hue to it. Avoid clashing hues such as pastels. White and black frames are very
unflattering. Instead, light tortoise, browns hues, gold or honey, beige, and olive green are the
best frame colors for you.
If you have a Cool Skin Tone: You have a cool complexion if your skin has pink or blue
undertones. Avoid hues that wipe you out and instead opt for silver, black, dark tortoise, pink,
purple, blue, mauve, and gray frames.

What type of life do you live?

There is an eyeglass frame for any occasion! Consider the things you intend to do while wearing your
spectacles. Eyeconic features Flexon frames that can twist and flex without breaking if you want to be
active. Do you need gaming goggles? Gamers can select from a wide range of trendy frames to
enhance their gaming experience. When dazzle the office’s big wigs, you can complement your
business skills with pragmatic style. Eyeconic has frames that are functional for your lifestyle.
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Do your Frames fit Your Personality? 

Your eyeglasses might reveal a lot about your personality. On weekends, you can wear spectacles that
show off your playful side, while during the week, you can wear glasses that accentuate your get down
to business attitude. Embellish your face with your preferred color (as long as it doesn’t clash with your
skin tone) or with detailed embellishments and flare. Choose a single frame style to show your
personality, or keep a small assortment of frames on hand to easily change your appearance to suit
your mood.

Now that you’ve learned the ropes, use the virtual try-on function in the Frame Gallery to determine
which frames look best on you, or browse Eyeconic.
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